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Tron and Tron: Legacy, The Epic Struggle of Non-Places

Film has long-offered a rich medium for spatial design provocations, and re-combinations of the built environment, but what status does the (un)built environment hold at the juncture of augmented and virtual reality? The ‘coordinated juxtaposition’ of audio and visual sensation forming cinematic space has been written about with satisfying rigour, yet the dialogue between spatial design within film and the (un)built environment is less well documented. In the first quarter of the twentieth century many designers and commentators observe an ambiguous territory for spatial design, a liminal territory at the interstices of filmic space, architectural and digital design. This paper investigates the transforming status of digital space in two films spanning almost three decades of development in the field: Steven Lisberger’s Tron (1982) and Joseph Kosinski’s Tron: Legacy (2010). The progressive representations of the two films’ virtual and augmented
space are shown to be contemporaneous with the theories of digital space through discussion of the discrete literature and practice contexts within which each film is situated. Analysis of the two films’ dynamic spatial arrangements, human experience, interfaces, enclosures, and artefacts both identifies the films’ critical representation of the access, hierarchy and politics of digital space, and the exchange of ideas between film and the (un)built. In conclusion, the analysis of these phenomena informs an argument for the speculative and critical potential of the building information model, and a threshold concept for transformational, spatial design and the civic realm.
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